Enhanced direct ambient analysis by differential mobility-filtered desorption electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry.
Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) is rapidly becoming established as one of the most powerful ionization techniques allowing direct surface analysis by mass spectrometry (MS) in the ambient environment. DESI provides a significant number of unique analytical capabilities for a broad range of applications, both quantitative and qualitative in nature including biological tissue imaging, pharmaceutical quality control, in vivo analysis, proteomics, metabolomics, forensics, and explosives detection. Despite its growing adoption as a powerful high throughput analysis tool, DESI-MS analysis at trace levels often suffers from background chemical interferences generated during the electrospray ionization processes. In order to improve sensitivity and selectivity, a differential mobility (DM) ion separation cell was successfully interfaced to a custom-built DESI ion source. This new hybrid platform can be operated in two modes: the "DM-off" mode for standard DESI analysis and "DM-on mode" where DESI-generated ions are detected after discrimination by the differential mobility cell. The performance of the DESI-DM-MS platform was tested with several samples typically amenable to DESI analysis, including counterfeit pharmaceuticals and binary mixtures of isobaric chemicals of importance in the pharmaceutical and food industries. In the DM-on mode, DESI-MS signal-to-noise ratios were improved by 70-190% when compared to the DM-off mode. Also, the addition of the DM cell enabled selective in-source ion activation of specific DESI-generated precursor ions, providing tandem MS-like spectra in a single stage mass spectrometer.